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A SINGULAR EXPRESSION 
 
 
Art from the countries of Northern Europe reveal many special features; peculiarities that their musicians, 
writers, painters and other artists frequently use, without them being fully understood in the South of Europe. 
Dane, Lars Physant is no exception; which makes his mode of expression unusual and intriguing. Where should 
we file his output? In which artistic domain can we catalogue it? Could it be classical, in the antique mould? Or is 
it on the path less travelled by; does it form part of an avant-garde awaiting definition? We must beware of hasty 
categorizations, which are always hollow and superficial. 
  
Unusual constructions within relatively aggressive casings; his works resemble, here and there, those puzzles that 
skilled hands assemble to reveal an image. At one and the same time a copy and subject of an instantly 
recognisable representation, perceived as something unmistakable surfacing from a distant past. The difference 
with Physant’s hybrid constructions is that his are not ordinary, obvious images. If they are intriguing, it is 
because they are, invariably, a mix of colliding visions that the artist manages to bring together to show off their 
truth. Or, we might add, their lucidity. 
  
But what truth? Leaving open any debate about his amalgamations, his strange interweaving of representations 
and abstractions in the same painting, his unexpected collages of fragmented images juxtaposed within a logic 
that only the artist truly knows, or thinks he knows, Lars Physant deliberately plays the dialogue card. A dialogue 
between what he creates and that which he recreates linked within the painting he has before him. 
  
Fragmented, deconstructed and reconstructed, Physant’s artistic universe is a world apart. But what work of art is 
not? It is a supple and organic world that disorientates because, at first glance, it is not easy to understand the 
content or the relationships. It is, nevertheless, enduring work, contemplative and thought out, its meaning held 
at arm's length by a man speculating on the universe he inhabits: his own. It is a cosmos in which he closely 
inspects all human endeavour, but which is so personal, it appears strange. It might be an invitation, an offered 
hand, words blowing in the wind; pleasing to those who can appreciate its true value by entering into dialogue 
with it. Because there is something in it that tells him a story he wants, or rather needs, to understand. 
  
Mixing these abstract, informal sections in accordance with a time-honoured formula along with others that 
appear to have found their own, Lars Physant orchestrates a score on his canvases. Between knowledge and 
discovery. Between surprise and conviction. It is up to viewers not to confuse one with the other. It is their duty 
not to fall back on easy answers based on what they think they recognise, realising, perhaps, more might be 
escaping them than the abstract images they are resisting or connecting with. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
A vast explosion; the art of Per Kirkeby, another Dane, seems far removed from that of Physant. However, the 
same constant unites them: the invocation of a savage nature that we barely understand yet which directs our 
fantasies our longings, our emotions or our fears. 
  
Inner visions and outer vision: Lars Physant again plays it both ways. Caught between the visible and the 
inexpressible. Between fullness and emptiness. Between the charms of déjà vu and the appeal of the unknown. 
His art often appears disjointed. Pulling itself apart. Between mystery and a bucolic vision. Between straight 
forward images and extraordinary abstraction. Between dream and reality. His work is fortunate enough not to 
resemble so many others. 
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